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Evans claims disingenuous - Hall 

Higher Education and Skills Minister Peter Hall has slammed a fly in fly out visit by federal 
skills minister Chris Evans today, describing it as politically motivated. 

Despite visiting Melbourne this morning and subsequently issuing a press release attacking 
the State Government, at no stage did Senator Evans seek a meeting with Mr Hall to discuss 
his concerns. 
 
Mr Hall, in a letter to Senator Evans dated 17 May 2012, reaffirmed that fact that Victoria will 
meet all its training obligations under the COAG agreement reached between the States and 
Commonwealth in April this year. Mr Hall also stated in his letter he was happy to meet with 
Senator Evans. 
 
“This is incredible hypocrisy coming from the very minister whose government in this month’s 
federal budget stripped $400 million from Australia’s apprenticeship system,” Mr Hall said. 
 
“At no time during the past three weeks has Senator Evans bothered to pick up the phone 
and discuss his concerns directly with me, or attempt to arrange a meeting between the two 
of us. 
 
“If Senator Evans is really so concerned about Victoria’s ability to meet its commitment under 
the COAG agreement why hasn’t he bothered to request a meeting?” 
 
Mr Hall said the Victorian Government’s recent reforms including an additional $1 billion over 
the next four years, announced in the State Budget, were necessary to refocus training to 
ensure it is sustainable, high quality and focused on the needs of industry and students.  
 
“The Victorian Government has an obligation to ensure the record amount of taxpayers’ 
funding going into the training system is spent on areas of greatest need to the state’s 
economy and to maximise real job opportunities for Victorians,” Mr Hall said. 
 
“Massive blowouts in training in many lifestyle courses including a 1,955 per cent increase in 
fitness training and a 2,700 per cent increase in retail service between 2008 and 2011, at the 
expense of participation in apprenticeships and areas of skills shortages, had to be urgently 
addressed and that is what the government is doing. 
 
“In a contestable funding environment, TAFEs have a number of competitive advantages. 
They benefit from a significant asset base across the state, they have deep and enduring 
connections to their communities and most importantly, they are able to use the TAFE brand, 
which is synonymous across the country with high quality training. 
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“The continued talking down of TAFE and speculation about "cuts" and job losses is doing 
potentially irreparable damage to the TAFE brand. It provides no confidence to either current 
or future students or to the businesses that rely on the highly-skilled individuals graduating 
from our TAFE institutes.  
 
“While we welcome the Commonwealth’s contribution to the cost of training in Victoria, and 
share their commitment to high quality public training provision, vocational training is the 
constitutional responsibility of the states.  

“The future of Victoria’s training system, including its world class public TAFE providers, is 
positive. As I have travelled around the state in the last few weeks to discuss how the sector 
is adapting to our reforms, this view has only been reinforced. 

“TAFEs are rapidly developing plans to grow in areas of public and economic need. At the 
same time, they are reviewing their provision in areas of high demand but limited job 
opportunity.  

“The changes announced in May’s budget were designed to achieve precisely this: more 
training in industries suffering skill shortages, more training in areas of employment growth 
and more training in roles which build the productive capacity of the state.  

“What the sector can’t sustain is the unprecedented growth in areas such as fitness trainers, 
aromatherapists and many other lifestyle courses, funded through taxpayers dollars, at the 
sake of higher qualification courses. 

“I look forward to continuing to work with Victoria’s training sector to make it the strongest in 
Australia,” Mr Hall said. 
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